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Stage 2              1 Stage 2              2 Stage 2              3 Stage 2              4
boat snow leaf due 

toast blown teach cue

loaves growing dream hue

goals slowly leap new

croak mower steel stew

moan pillow speech few

toe shallow creep blue

goes shown bleed glue

woe follow between TRUE

tiptoe shown weak clue
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loves growing weak

goes slowly speech

toe follow between
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Stage 2              5 Stage 2              6 Stage 2              7 Stage 2              8
screw growl lawn kind

drew shower yawn blind

chew clown crawl child

blew crowd drawn mind

threw frown dawn find

groom loud torch behind

shampoo shout horse pie

balloon ground story lie

gloomy sound north tie

snoop amount sport die
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stew screw growl yawn

due gloomy amount horse

clue there frown crawl
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Stage 2                      9                                                                   Stage 2                              10                                     Stage 2                              11                                    Stage 2                             12                                                                        

bird winter cry knock

thirty jumper why knee

shirt herself fry knife

thirsty paper try knot

church person dry knelt

turn duster dusty captive

blurted monster creepy forgive

surprise yesterday windy sleeve

birth summer frosty festive

chirp perhaps lucky nerve
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blind thirty yesterday creepy

behind surprise herself windy

pie turn summer why
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Stage 2                   13                                                               Stage 2                              14                                     Stage 2                              15                                    Stage 2                             16                                                                        

birth herself paper be

thirteen September turkey bee

twirl remember blister see

squirt person December sea

girl understand October plain

Saturday modern perfect plane

burger temper yesterday two

surprise winter person to

curl monster servant knew

slurp interest member new
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knock surprise remember perfect

knife thirteen herself member

sleeve girl interest servant
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Stage 2                   17                                                             Stage 2                              18 Stage 2                              19                                    Stage 2                             20                                                                        

jumped see throb wave

cooked saw throbbed waved

boiled make hug joke

packed made hugged joked

thanked shake flip invite

crossed shook flipped invited

played swim mop fluke

looked swam mopped fluke

reported fall strip delete

enjoyed fell stripped deleted
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plane enjoyed shook flipped

new thanked swam stripped

knew boiled made hugged
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ed - Past Tense

The suffix - ed turns a verb into 
past tense.

Past tens may be regular (jumped) or 
irregular (slept).

Sometimes - ed says /e+d/ like in needed; 
sometimes it says /d/ like in played; and 

sometimes it says /t/ like in jumped.
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Double

One syllable, one vowel, one final 
consonant = double the 

consonant.
throb - throbbing
stop - stopping
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Silent e

When adding an ending that starts with a vowel, the 
silent e goes away.

make - making
joke - joking

smile - smiling 


